Deployed Electronic Warfare (EW) Training Systems

- UMTE - Eielson, AK
- UMTE - Volk Field, WI
- PRWRS - Alpena, MI
- WRETS - Ft. Drum, NY
- UMTE - Nellis, NV
- ASET - Ft. Irwin, CA
- MTES - Fallon NAS, NV
- MTES-UV - SCORE, San Diego, CA
- UMTE - Luke AFB, AZ
- ASET - Yuma, AZ & Ft. Hood, TX
- RBS - Belle Fourche, SD
- PRWRS - Hurlburt AFB, FL
- JMANPADS - St. Joseph, MO
- JMANPADS STEW, Cold Lake Air Weapons Range
- NAVAIR Training Center, MTES-UV - Cherry Point, NC

International
- PRWRS, legacy systems - UK;
- EWITR - Italy;
- ASET IV - Germany;
- MTS - Turkey

Deployed UMTE/MoTES/Stew/WRETS/PRWRS/MTES Emitters
Deployed ASET Emitters
Deployed Canada Systems
Deployed RBS Radar Bomb Scoring